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MA7!IONAII ADVISORY COMMITTEE YOR AERONAUTICS

TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 458

WIifD-TUNNIIL RESEARCH COMPARING LATERAL CONTROL

DEVICES, PARTICULARLY AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK

XI. VARIOUS FLOATING TIP AILERONS ON BOTH RECTANGULAR

AND TAPERED ‘i?INGs

By Tred E. lTeick and Thomas A. Harris

—.

SUMMARY

This report covers the eleventh of a series of sys-
tematic tests %eing conducted by the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics to compare different lateral
control devices with particular reference to their effec-
tiveness at high angles of attack. The present tests were
made with six different forms of floating tip ailerons of
symmetrical section. One form had a Relatively narrow
chord, 40 per cent that of the ?ving, slid was tested in
four different fore-an&aft locations on the tips of a
rectangular wing. Three of the forms were multiple float- ‘
ing tip ailerons having three, four, and five narrow aile-
rons each, located one behind the other at the wing tips.
The other two forms were included in the plan forms of
wings with two different degrees of taper, 5:3 and 5:1.

—

The tests showed the effect of the various aileron$ on the ‘– ‘“
general performance characteristics of the wing, and on
the lateral controllability and stability characteristics.
In addition, the hinge moments were measured for the most
interesting cases. The results are compared with those

—

for a rectangular wing with ordinary- ai.leiofis=na 51s0 -
with thosa for a rectangular wing having full-chor~ floa~-
ing tip ailerons.

Practically a~l the floating tip ailerons gave rea-
sonably satisfactory rolling moments at all angles of at-
tack and at the same time gave no adverse yawing moments
of appreciable-mmagnitude. The general performance eharac-

.—_

teristics with ‘the floating tip ailerons, -hotiev~r, wkie’” –
.——

relatively poor, especially the rate of climb. None of
the floating tip ailerons entirely eliminated the autoro-
tational moments at angles of attack above the stall but
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all of, them gave lower monents than a plain wing, Some of
the floating ailerons fluttered if given -sufficiently
large deflection, hut this could have beep eliminated ly
moving the hinge axis of the ailerons forward. Consider-
ing all points including hinge momenta, the floating tip
ailerons on the wing with 5:1 taper are probably the best
of those which were tested. . .

INTRODUCTION

A series of systematic wind-tunnel investi~-ations,
one of which is covered by this report, is being made by
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics in order
to comp~re various lateral control devices. These devices
me given the same routine tests to show their relative
merits in regard to lateral controllability and their ef-
fect on the lateral stability and on airplane performance.
They are being tested first on rectangular Clark Y wings
of aspect ratio 6, followed by wings with different plan
forms, wings with high lift devices, and also wings with
such variations as washout and sweepback, which affect
lateral stability. The first report of this series (ref-
erence 1, Part I) deals with three sizes of ordinary aile-
rons, one of which is a medium-sized aileron taken from
the average of a number of conventional airplanes and used
as the standard of comparison throughout the entire inves-
tigation. Other work that has been done in this aeri,etai8
reported in reference 1, Parts t-l to X.

Under reference 1, Part IV, a preliminary investiga-
tion is reported of full-chord floating tip ailerons on
rectangular wings. Floating--tip ailerons having differ-
ent airfoil sections were tested with different hinge-
axis locatibns, with trailing-~d.ge- -flaps on the ailerOns,
and with end plates between the wing and ailerons. With
the best arrangements, satisfactory lateral control at the
high angles of attack was obtained and the maximum autoro-
tational moments were lower than those for a plain wing,
but the maximum lift cooffi.cients were.bw and the per-
formance characteristics in climb were poor.

The present report is on a continuation of the fl”oat-
ing tip aileron investigation, involving tests of both
single and multiple floating tip ailerous of reduced chord
on rectangular wings and also of floating tip ailerons
which were included in the plan forms of two tap”ered wtage,

—
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one having a medium degree of taper! 5:3, and one ‘nav’ing
an extreme degre~ Of taper, 5:1. Son-e of’ tliese’arfiani
rnents, it was beZieved, might improve thb ua~irnlirnj~f~ “c-o-
efficients and the performance in climb” ovor th6se ob-

tained with the full-chord floating tip ailerons on rbc- -
tangular wings. In addition, from t;ie results of tests
reported in reference 2, it seeriiedpossible that the mul-
tiple tip ailerons might give improved ds+rQing +n r~ll at
angles of attack above the stall.

.

APPARATUS

‘Wind tunnel.- All the present tests were made in”tl~e
N.A.C.A. 7 by 10 foot open-jet wirid tunn-el. In this tun-
nel the model is supported in Sue-h a manner that the
forces arid moments at the quarter-chord” ~oi”ii~of the ‘hid
section of the nodel, are meas”ured directly ~n--c’~d~fj.ctcjni

——

form. For autorotation tests, the standard force-test
tripod is replaced i)y a special moun”ting that permits the
model to rotate. about tho longitudinal wln~ axis .paisf-fig”
through the midspan quarter-chord point. This iipp-aratiis

——

is mounted on the balance, and the rolling-moment oo6ffi-
cient can be read directly during th& forced-rotation
test8. A complete description of the stove equipment ik “
given in reference 3.

~~ld. - The “dimensions of the vdtous f16ati.ng tip
ailerons are given in Tigures 1 to 6. “All the aileroris
were designed to give approximately the stiie rolling coti-
trol at 10° -gle of attack as ‘the ordf-nary af16F6iir6ti––
the standard wing. In each case the over-al”l span o-f the
mode3 was 60 inches, the main wing had the Clark Y airfoil
section, and t’he ailerons had the symmetrical X.A.C,A. 0010
section~ Except in the cases of the multiple tip Ailerons
with three and four sections, the aspect ratio, including
the are-a of the ailerons, wes in each case 6. Aiz WiO-d- -—
lerons were hinged abo;~t tin axis 18 per cent of t~eir chord
back of’ the leading edge, a ~osition which ?ia6=thou@t, on
the basis of the tests on the full-chord flotitiig tip ai-
lerons of Part XV, would probably be the most satisfacto-
ry. In the present tests some of the tip ailerons flut-
tered when g,iven sufficiently”high deflections. The pre-
vious tests on floating,tip ailerons shows “howeverj tb-at
flutter hay be avoided by locating the aileron &xis slight-
ly farther forward. All the single ailerons were equipped
with trailing-edge ”flaps covering 20 per cent of the chord

-.
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which could be set to
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control the floating angle. Th~
right and left ailerons were rigidly conq~cted by moans
of a shaft through the wing model. The tapered wings re-
quired two shafts having angles with respect to each oth-
er and connected at the center %Y means of two universal
joints. In all cases the shaft was supported as freely
as possible in plain bearings in the wing..

—

The four axis posittons of the single narrow-chord
ailerons are shown in Figure 1. In one position the Iead-
ing edge of the aileron was even with that of the wing,
in another the trailing edges were even; the other two
positions were intermediate. With the multiple tip afle-
rons (figs. 2, 3, and 4) the leading edge of the forward
section was in each case even ..with the leading edge of the
wing and the trailing edge of the rear sectfon was even

with the trailing edge of the wing*. NO flaps were used
on these ailerons because they were constructed after tho
results of the. tests on the single narrow-chord atlerons
had indicated that the flaps would not be necessary. The
various sections of eaoh multiple tip aileron were con-
nected by a linkage system which kept them pafallel to
each other at all angles of deflection. This linkage

,. sys!em had considerably more friction than the shaft s7lp-
porting the single ailerons.

The m~in wing portion of each model was constructed
of laminated mahogany within *0.005 inch of the specified
dimensions. The ailerons were statically balanced about
their hinge axes, the rear portion being made of white
pine and the front portion brass. The accuracy of their
construction was slightly less than that of the main wing.

.

.

.

TESTS MD RESULTS — —

The tests were conducted in accordance with the stand-
ard procedure, and at the dynamic pressure and Reynolde
Number employed throughout the entire series of lnvestA-
gations on lateral control. (Reference 1.) The dynamic
pressure was 16.37 pounds per square foot, corresponding
to an alr speed of 80 miles per hour at standard density,
and the Reynolds Number was 609,000, based on the aver-

—

age chord”-.

The regular force tests were made e.t a sufficient nun- .

ber of angles of attack to determine the maximum lift co-

.
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efficient, the minimum drag coefficient, and the drag co.
efficient at c~ = 0.70, which is used to give a rate-
of-climb critertonc Free-autorotation tests were made to
determine the angle of attack above which autorot’ation
was self-starting with all controls neutral. Forced-rota-
tion tests were also made in ‘which the rolling moment
while rolling was measured at the rotational velocity cor-

plb
responding to — = 0.05,

2V
where Pt is the rate of ro-

tation about the wind axis, b is the span, and v is
the air velocity. The value 0.05 represents the highest
rate likely to be obtained in gusty air. The forced-
rotation tests were nade at angles of yaw of both 0° and
-200.

Preliminary tests to find the best flap settings.- In-
asmuch as in the tests of the full-chord floating tip ai-
lerons of Part IV the highest values of the speed-range
ratio 6Lma~/CDmin were obtained with aileron flaps set

up 2°, flaps were provided for the present ailerons also-,
the multiple tip ailerons excepted. With each of ths
wings having single ailerons, tests were made in which the
ailerons were set neutral (both aiIerons at the Same an”~~e)
and allowed to float with the flaps deflected various a-
mounts. The deflections g~ving the highest values of the
ratio GLmax/CDmin were O with the narrow-chord ailerons,

0,5° on the wing with 5:3 taper, and 0° on the wing with
5:1 taper. These results indicate that O0 is probably the
best setting and that the 0.5° setting on the wing with
5:3 taper proba%ly corrects for a slig%~ dissymmetry of
the ailerons. The remainder of the tests were all made
with the flaps set at the above angles. ..

Tests to determine suitable maximum aileron deflec-
tton.- Tests were made on all the ailerons at an angle of
attack of 10.O with the ailerons deflected various amou~te
to determine the deflection necessary to give the -same
control at this angle of attaqk as the statidard conven-
tional ailerons. ThiS amount of control ha-s ?)eeh ass-iii!@&
as a satisfactory value when given in terms of the I.ateral
control criterion RC, which is explaine~ later in- t“hls -
report. Had sufficiently accurate data been--a~tlable upon
which to base the design of the float~ng tip aizerons, the
assumed satisfactory rolling monents would have been just
below the maximum moments g%ven by the ai19rOn”s ~fth anY ,

deflection. With some of these ailerons, however, sub-
stantially greater moments could be obtained- with higher
deflections and the tests were extended to determine the

L
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maximum rollitig moment which could be obtained with any
deflection. In some cases tha maximum usable defloctioti
was limited b“y the f-act that the .ailorons “fluttered when
the deflection was increassd bayor)d a cort~in poig~. The
question ofthib flutter and its relation to the test re-
sults is dideussed tibrb fully in *’he next section.

The ffFKt tests were made wit-h the single r.arrow-
chord ailerons at each of the four longitudinal locations
and the re6ults are given in I’igure ‘7. The aileron de-
flections necessary to produce the assumed satisfactory
control moment at the 10° angle of attack were *S
differene between ailerons), *go, *SO, and *9 5°’’f~~6~heb
four locations taken respectively frcm front to rear. In
the forward location these ailoroiis fluttered when given
a deflection greater than +12°, but no flutter occurred
with any of the deflections tried at any of the otiler
three locations.

The results of the tests of–the multiple tip ailerons
are shown in Figure 8. Neither the 5-section ailerons nor
the 3-section ailerons gave entirel~ satisfactory valuea
at the 10° angle of attack. The maximum deflections chosen
were +24° for the 5-section ailerons and *21° for the 3-
section ailerons. With the 4-section ailerons the rclllng
moment continued to increase with deflection up to *30°,
which gave satisfactory control. and was chosen as the max-
imum.

The results for the floating tip ailerons on both
tapered wings at an angle of attack of 10° are given in
Figure 9. The deflections required for the assumed satis-
factory control were *15° for the ailerons on the wings
with 5:3 taper and ~10.75° for the ailerons on the wing with
6;1 taper. These ailerons fluttered when deflected above
*160 on the wing with 5:3 taper and +14° on the wing with
5:1 taper. If the ailerons had not fluttered it would
have been possible to obtain slightly greater rolling mo-
ments but it is not believed that the increase would have
been greater than 5 or 10 per cent.

The deflections that gave the assumed satisfactory
rolling moment at the 10° ~ngle of attack are assumed as
the maximum deflection giving the best comparison between
these ailerons and ailerons of other forms. Inasmuck as
the final complete tests showed that with these deflec-
tions the floating tip ailerons would net give satisfa.c-
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to’ry moments at the higher aagles of attack, the results
are also compared for the deflections giving the mxinum
rolling moments,i which in some cases were the maximum de-
flections that could be used ‘without flutter.

—— .. —

Aileron flutter.- The single narrow-chord ailerons at
the forward location and the ailerons on both tapered
wings fluttered at all angles of attack with zero yaw if
given sufficient deflection, aid they ”ai.s~-fluttere-& w~-~fi
smaller deflections if yawed sufficienfl~,- ‘This condit-
ion of flutter need not give rise “to s-er_iousdifficulty,
however, for, according to t’he tests on the full-cho-rd
floating tip ailerons of Part IV, the flutter can be elim-
inated by moving the axis ahead slightly. Tnasmu-ch as t~o
test results would not be greatly diffe-ren”t if the axes
were moved farther ahead, it was not thought necessary to
repeat the tests with the more favor”al)le locations. The
hinge moments wo-uld, of course, be slightly higher. The
effect of yaw on flutter is illustrated by the following
case: The aileroi~s on the wing with 5:3 taper would not
flutter at any angle of yaw with deflections of less titan

.—

*no, but with a deflection of *12° flutter occurred at
angles of attack from 16*5 0 to 22° with 9° of yaw or more,
and with a deflection of *16* flutter occurred at angles
of attack from 14.5° to 226 with “~a of y-atio-r rno”F6-.––-

——

Final tests.- Force tests at both 0° and -20° yaw were-—
made with the single narrow-chord ailerons “s6t-neutra~-tirid
deflected various amounts, at each of the four axis loca-
tions. The results of these tests are given in Tables I , _
and 11 as absolute coefficients of lift an~ drag and of
rolling and yawing moments:

CL =

CD =

.Ctt=

drag .—

~ ..

rolling moment

qb-s . ..——

yawing moment .. .—.
qbS -..

where S is the total wing area, including the area of
the ailerons, b is the over-all spcm, and q is the dy-
namic pressure. The coefficients rts given above ar”e ob-

..—
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tained directly from the balance and refer to the wind (or
tunnel) axes. In special cases in the discussion where
the moments aro used with reference to tho body ties the
coefficients me not primed~ Thus, the s~mbols for tho
rolliag and yawing momeut coofffcionts about tho body axes
wro, respectively, C% and Cn ●

The rolling and yawing moments at 0° yaw with ailerons
deflected are the moments due to ailerons alone. At 20°
yaw’ with the ailerons neutral the moments as tabulated are
due to yaw alone, but those with the ailerons deflected
have been corrected so that they represent only the effect
of the ailerons. The floating aaglefa of the right aile-
rons with respect to the chord of the model, designated
~AJjOt .aro also included in these !ables.

Rotation tests at both 0° and 20° yaw were made with
the ailerons floating neutral at each axis location. The
first of these were free-autorotation tests at 0° yaw to
find the angle of attack below which it would not rotate.
Next forced-rotation teats mere made at both 0° and 20°
yew in which the rolling uome.nt wbtl.e.rolling was measured

plb
at the rotational speed corresponding to ~ = 0.051 the

highest rate likely to be caused by gusty air. The results
are given in Table 111 in terms of a coefficient repre~ent-
ing the rolling moment due to rolling, or if yawed due to
rolling and yaw,

where k is the rolling moment measured while the wing- is
rolling and the other factbrs have the usual signlflcanco.

Similar results are gipen for the wings with multtple
tip aizerons and taperwd ailerons in !i?ablesIV to XII.

Hinge-moment tests were made for the single narrow-
chord ailerons at the forward location~ for the ailerons
on both tapered wings, and for the full-chord ailerons of
Part IV with the 15 per cent and 20 per cent axis loca-
tions. The results of all these tests are given in Table
XIII.

Accuracy.- The accuracy of the results given in this
report is the same as that obtained in Part 1. (Refer-
ence 1.) It is considered satisfactory at al-l &nglee of

●

.

.
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attack except in the burbled region between 20° and 25°,
In this region tho rolling and yawiug ?ioments are rola~ive-
lY unreliable owing to the critical and often unsymmet-
rical condition of t-he hnrblod air flow around the wing,
On some occasions two values mere measur.~d at t~e stio
angle of attack, in which case both are recorded. in the -
tables.

DISCUSSION IN TERMS OF CRITERIONS

I’or a comparison of the different aileron effects,
the results of the tests are discussed in te-timsof c-rlte--
rions which are explained in detail in reference 1 and
briefly in the following paragraphs. 3Y use of these cri-
terions a comparison of the effect of the different aile-
rons on the general performance, the lateral controllabil-
ity, and the lateral stability may be easily made. The
results of t’he above tests in terms of the criterions are
gtven in Table XIV. The criterions for tho fo~lowing ai-
leron arrangements ar6 included in the table for compari-
son: the wing with the 25 yer cent chord by 40 per Eent
semispan ordinary ailerons, which is used as the staridard;
one of the best full-chord floating tip ailerons on a rec-
tangular wing from Part IV, this aileron having a symmet-
rical section with the aileron flap’s up 2° and a maximum
aileron deflection of +20°.

General Performance

(Controls Neutral)

Win~ area re uiredq~.- The
criterion cLmax is used to indicate t’he wing area re-

quired for a given landing speed, or conversely, for the
minimum landing sp,eed obtainable with a given” wing area.
The coefficient as used herein is based on the entire “wing
area, including the ailerons. The use “of this area in
calculating the coefficients was considered a fair basis
for comparing floating tip ailerons with ordinary ailerons
as the floating ailerons represent additional structural
weight and span.

. A-comparison of the maximum lift coefficient obtained
with the v&ious floating tip ailerons with the maximum

.
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lift coefficient obtained with ordinary ailerons on the
standard wing shows that the value is less in every case
with the floating ailerons. The greatest reduction, about
22 per cent, occurred with the single nar.rom-chord aile-
ron in any of the fore-and-aft locations. With thi nulti-
ple tip ailerons having five sections, the reduction was
18 per cent, with four sections 16 por cent, and with
three sections 12 por cent. The rectangular wing with
full-chord floating tip ailerons and tho wing with 5:3
taper also showed a reduction of about 12 per cent, but
with the wing having 5:1 taper the rcductioa was only ‘7
per cent, which was about 4 per cent higher than the max-
iml~m lift with the fall-chord tip ailerons,

~eed range.- The ratiO GLmax/CD~in is taen aS a

criterion for speed range. The value of this ratto for
the wings with the single narrow-chord ailerons, the wing
with 5:3 taper, and the wings with multiple tip ailerons
was about 20 to 25 per cent lower than the standard wing
and about 5 to 15 per cent lower than the wing with the
full-chord floating tip ailerons. The value for the wing
with 5:1 taper, however, was practically as high as that
for the standard wing and about 14 per cent higher than
for the wing with the full-chord tip ailerons.

Rata of climb.- In order to establish a suitable cri-
terion for tho~ect of the wing and tho lateral control
devices on the rate of climb of an airplane, the perform-
ance curves of a number of types and sizes of airplanes
were calculated, and the relation of the maximum rate of
climb to the lift and drag curves was studied. This in-
vestigation showed that the L}D at CL = 0..70 gave a
consistently reliable figure of merit for this purpose.
The value of this criterion is substantially lower for the
wings with any of the floating tip ailerons of the pres-
ent tests than for the standard wing, the loss ranging
from a minimum of 20 per cent for the wiirg with 5:3 taper
and. the wing with the three-sect~~-n multtple tip to.a.m--
imum of 45 per cent- for the-wing with a narrow-chord al-
Ieron in the forward .posttion. Likewise, the values gf
this criterion for iuiy O.~ the wings ‘for”this series =-o
from 4 to 34 per cent lower than that for the wing with
the full-chord floating tip ailerons.

,

In the above discussion the ailerons have been con-
sidered a part of the wing proper as previously explained.
If, however, the ailerons were assumed to be solely con-

.

trol devices added to the standard wing of aspect ratio 6,

,
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the relative values of the criterions would he considera-
bly different. The maximum lift in every case would then
be approximately the same as that for the standard wing
and the speed-range ratio and the rate-of-climb criterion
would be only slightly lower than for the standard wing,
the decrease being the resulk of the additional parasite
drag of the tip ailerons. If the ttp ailerons were con-
sidered in th~s way, however, the additional weight and
the additional span, the latter requiring greater space
for housing purposes, would be separate disadvantages not
included in the criterion.

Lateral Controllability

(Maximum Assumed Control Deflection)

Rolling criterion.- The rolling criterionupon which
the control effecti~ess of each of the aileron arrange-
ments is judged is a figure of merit t-nat is designed to
be proportional to the initial acceleration o_~ the wing
tip, following a deflection of the aileron from neutral,
regardless of the air speed or, within reasonable limits,
of the plan form of the wing. Expressed in coefficient
form this rolling criterion is -.-.

where cl is the coefficient of rolling moment d~e_to the
ailerons m~th respect to the body axis (which axis for “tfie
wing alone is taken as the mids”pan chord line) and Ix is
the area moment of inertia about the midspan ohord ~~ne~
A more dotaile~ discussion of RC and the assumption-s u“p-
on which it is based is given in referegce lSTPart I,

The numerical value of this criterion that is assumed
to represent satisfactory control conditions is approxi-
mately 0.075, the v“aiue given by ‘the standard ailerons
with an assumed maxirrum deflection of *25° at an’ angle of
attack of 10°. None of the lower of the assumed maximum
deflections gave satisfactory control at all arigl.esof ‘a%-
tack (particularly at angles of attack in the neighborhood
of 200), hut satisfactory control wa”a‘approached by-all of
the single aileroas with the maximum usable deflections.
Values of the criterions are given for both deflections
in Table XIV.

. . . .—
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Ata=OO all the ailerons teeted gave substantial-
ly greater values of EC than that considered necessary.

.Ata=lOO all the ailerons gave approximately sat-
isfactory values of EC, except for the multiple tip ai-
lerons with five and with three sections~ The single ai-
lero~s with the higher of the two assumed maximum deflec.
tions all gave somewhat greater than the assured necessary
value of RC at the 10° angle of attack.

At a = 20°, which is just above the stall, all the
floating tip ailerons were found to be better than the
standard ordinary ailerons. For the single ailerons with
the lower of the two assumed maximum deflections which
gave just satisfactory control at an angle of attack of
10°, and also for the multiple tip aileroris, hbwever, the
values of RC wera not in any case satisfactory at the
20° angle of attack. The largest, which was about 80 per
cent of the satisfactory val-~e, was obtained on the wing
with 5:3 taper. With the higher of the assumed maximum
deflections, satisfactory values of RC were obtained at
the 20° angle of attack with the single narrow-chord ai+
lerons in the foremost location, and 86 per cent of the
satisfactory value wtth the wing having 5:3 taper. If the
aileron hinge axis were moved “ahead somewhat to permit
greater deflections without flutter, “it 1s possible that

-- -.—— .

satisfactory control monents at the 20° angle of attack
could be obtained also with the ailerons on the wing with
the 5:1 taper.

At a = 300, which is well abova. the range :of angles
ordinarily obtainable in steady stalled flight, all the
floating tip ailerons tested gave reasonably satisfactory
values of RC. Ordinary ailerons fail alnost completely
at this angle of attack.

&%Jeral control with sidesli~.- If a wing i~ yawed
20°, a rolling moment that tends to raise the forward tip
is set up with a magnitude that is greater at very high
angles of attack than the available rolling moment due
to conventional ailerons. The limiting angle of attac~
at which the ailerons can balance the rolling moment due
to 20° yaw represents the greatest angle of attack that
can be held in an average sideslip. This angle is tabu-
lated for all the ailerons as a criterion of comtrol with
sideslip.

.
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The valuas in Table XIV s~Low that all the singl~
floating tip ailerons tested gave control against 20
sideslip up to angles of attack from 17° to 20°, the 20°
value being the same as that for the staiidard ailerons.
The multiple tip ailerons with three and four sections
also gave control to about the same angle of attack as
the standard ailerons, but the five-seotion multiple tip
aileron maintained control up to an angle of attack of 23°,

YawLnfz moment due to ailerons.- The mount and even
the direction of the yawing moment which is desirable from
ailerons does not seem to have been definitely determined
up to the present time, It was thought in the past, par-
ticularly with reference to ,acrobatic flying and probably
with reference to most ordinary maneuvers, that to the pi-
lot the maneuvers would seem as if they occurred about
the airplane, or body, axes. For a maneuvera~.le or acro-
batic airplane it was therefore thought that complete in-
dependence of the three aerodynamic controls about the
body axes would probably be a desirable feature. Recen”t
flfght tests made in a control investigation that is qttll
,under way, however, indicate that the yawing action of the
ailerons as observed by the pilot is that which would be
expected from the yawing moments occurring about the wind
axes, not those about the body axes. It is hoped that
the present flight investigation, in which some of the in-
teresting ailerons and spoilers developed in the present
series of wind-tunnel tests on lateral control devices
are being tested in regard “to their operation in flight,
will give sufficient information on yawing moments to set-
tle in large measure the question of the amount of yawing
moment desirable for various flying conditions, A% the
present time no final conclusions have been reached. The
indication is, however, that zero or very small yawing mo-
ments about the wind axes are desirable for acrobatic fly-
ing and possibly for flying in general, but yawing moments
of such a sense that they tend to retard the low Win$ in Q
turn definitely improve the lateral control at angles of
atta~k above the stall. Until more definite conclusions
are reached, the yqwing=moment coefficient “in the crite-
rion table will be, as in the previous reports of this se-
ries, given w%th respect to the body axes. In all the re-
ports including the present, however, the Yawing-mom’ent
coefficients with respect to the wind axes are give= i,n,“
the detailed tables of measured data.

., ,’.,

For all the floating tip ailerons the yawing-m~ment
coefficients about the wind axeg were very close to zero —.—

—.
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at all angles of attack. 10 terms of the body axes the
yawing moments were, of course, the s~e at the zero &n-
gle of attack, but at the hi~h angles of attack they be-
came very large in the so-called favora”ole sens”e.

Late-ral Stability

(Controls Neutral)

Anple of attack above whi~h autorotation is self-
startinP.- This criterion is a measure of the range of an-
gles of attack above which autarotation will start from
“ffninitial condition of practically zero rate of rotation.
In general, the angle of attack at which autorotatioa is
self-starting was found to be aboat the same for the wings
with floafi~-g-ti~ ailsrons as for the standard wing with
ordinary ailerons. It was, however, slightly higher for
the wing with the siagle narrow-chord floating tip aile-
rons in both the front and rear positlolls.

Stabilf%y against rolling caused by.~.~.- Test
flights have shown that in sm’ere gusts a rolling velocity

——
—

ptb
such that ~ = 0.05 may be d%tainod. Consequently, the

,
rolling mom~nt of—a wing due to rolling at thie value of
pill
Z--?

gives a measure of oae factor affecti.cg lateral sta-

bility characteristics in rough air. In the present case,
the angle at--which this rolling moment becones zero is
used as a more severe criterion than the- previously men-
tioned angle at which autorotation is self-starting, to
indicate the practical upper llmit of the ~soful ang~e-of--
attack range. As in the case of the angle of attack above
which autorotation was self-star~ing~ the angle. of iasta-

pfb
b~iity while rdtati”ng with ~~ = 0-.05 was approximately

the same for all the wings with floating tap ailero~s as
for- the plain wing with standard ailerons. With 20 yaw
the wings with narrow-chord ailerons and multiple tip ai-
lerons, like the standard wing, had an angle of attack for
initial instability about 70 lower than with 0° yag. For
the wing with 5:3 taper thi= difference was only 4 and
for the wing with 5:l”taper the angle for initial insta-
bility was actually 1° higher with 20° yaw than with 0°
yaw ,

.

.

,., .
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The a%ove criterion shows the critical range below
which the stability is such that aay rolling is damped
out, and above which instability exists. The last crite-
rion, maximum CA, indicates the degree of ,thts ins~a-
Ilility. All the rotation tests showed somewhat unsymmet-

-...

rical conditions in the two directions of rotation, and
the maximum value of CA found with any angle of attack
in either direction of rotation is used as the criterion.
At 0° yaw the wing with the single narrow-chord floating
tip ailerons in any of the fore-and-aft locations showed
a much weaker tendency to autorotate than the standard
wing with the plain ailerons or the rectangular wing with
full-chord floating tip ailerons. The wing with 5:3 taper
s-hewed about the same autorotational tendency as that with
the single narrow-chord ailerons but the one with 5:1 ta-
per and the one with the four-section multiple tip aile-
rons showed much stronger autorotational tendencies, al-
though definitely below that for the plain wing.

The maximum autorotational moment with 20° yaw is of
importance only in the condition in which tune airplane is
skidded and the forward wing tip is rolled upward or the
rear tip downward by mea,ns of a gust. This autorotation-
al moment, which is large with the plain standard wing,

1was substantially smaller with all the floating tip aile- ,
rons.

Control Force Required

The control-force criterien, with which the

—.

various
lateral control devices are compared in regard to _the con-
trol-stick force required to attain .%he assumed maximu’m-

-.

deflections, is based on a control-stick movement of–A250
.and is independent of air speed. The criterion is

where F is the force applied “at end of control lever of
length t and a-A/25 is the gear ‘ratio betweeri” the ai”lti-
ron and the control lever. “

The control force required. for the full-chord tip ai-
lerons hinged at the 15 per cent axis location was about
three times as great as that required for the stand”ard or-
dinary ailerons. It may be seen from T!able XIII that the
hinge moments are from 25 to 50 per cent greater for the
15 per cent axis location than for the 20 per cent.

.—.
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The control force for the single narrow-chord tip ai-
lerons with the larger of tile two maximum deflections as-
sumed was found to be only about one.,half as great as that
for the standard ailerons. The binge monents were tested
for the forward location only tiut it is likely that–the
values for the other locations would not be greatly dif-
ferent. The hinge momants for the multiple tip ailerons
were not measured, but on the assumption that the hinge
moments are approximately proportional to the square of
the aileron chord, they should be somewhat lower than
those for the single narrow-chord ailerons.

The control force required for the floating ailerons
on the 5:3 tapered wing was found to be approximately the
same as for the standard ordinary ailerons. It would prob-
ably not be prohibitive even if the axis were moved ahead
to the 15 per cent location definitely to avoid flutter.
Very low control forces were found for the ailerons on the
wing with 5:1 taper, the values being about the same as
those for ordinary type ailerons with very narrow chord,
such as the 15 per cent chord ailerons of Part I.

CONCLUSIONS ‘

1. The values of the maximum lift coefficient and
the speed-range ratio /CLm~K CDmin obtained with the
floating tip ailerons on the wiag with 5:1 taper were def-
initely hfgher than the values for the best fu.1.l-chord
float-ing tip ailerons on a rectangular wing and nearly ae
high as the values for the standard rectangular wing with
plain ailerons. The values fc the multiple floating tip
ailerons were lower and those for the single narrow-chord
floating tip ailerons were substantially lower than the
values for the full-ckor.d floating tip ailerons on the
rectangular wing.

2. The values of the rate-of-climb criterion for all
the floating tfp ailerons of the present te~ts were lower
than for the full-chord fl-o.sting tip ailerons on a rectan-
gular wing, which in turn is substantially lower than the

. value for a plain wing with ordznary aileronB.

3* With the higher of the tw~. maximum deZ18c~$QQs
the floating tip ailerons on the wing with 5:3 taper and
also the single narrow-chord ailerons In the foremo6t
location gave approximately satisfactory values of RC at

.
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all angles of attac?z. Values of RC of fair magnftude
were given at all angles of attack by all the floating
tip ailerons with all the maximum deflections assumed.

4. None of the floating tip ailerons gave adverse
yawing moments of appreciable magnitude but all gave large
favorable values about the body axes at the high angles
of attack. The yawing moments about the wind axes were
close to zero throughout.

5* The maximum instability in rolling at angles of
attack ahov% the stall was not as great for any of the
wings with floating tip ailerons as for the standard wing
with ordinary ailerons. None of the ailerons tested, how-
ever, entirely eliminated the autorotational moments.

60 Some of the floating ailerons of the present
tests fluttered If given a sufficiently large deflection,
but reasonably satisfactory control could in all cases ‘-
be obtained with smaller deflections with which no flutter
occurred. Previous tests indicate that the flutter could
in all cases be eliminated by moving the hinge axis of
the ailerons forward a slight amount.

7. The control force required for the full-chord
floating tip ailerons on rectangular wings is so large
that ailerons of this nature are probably not practicable.
That required for the floating tip ailerons on the wing
with 5:3 taper was about the same as for the standard or-
dinary ailerons, but that required for the aileron on the
wing with 5:1 taper and for the single narroiT-chord t“ip
ailerons was much lower,

8. Considering all points, the best floating tip ai-
lerons tested are probably those on the wing with 5:1
taper and these could probably be improved somewhat hy
moving the hinge axis forward 1 or 2 per cezit of the chord
from the prese~t 18 per cent location.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Pield, Vs., February 3, 1933.

.
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TABL3 I

3’OROETE8T8. 13.6”BY 40 IEOROL~ Ymm
mTE SYMM3TRIOALMOATIIG TIP AILZR036 5 IEOE o 3Y 10 1305b

AIL3ROM#X# :8m~mmT OF AIL3ROI@OBD PROH XJADIV3 EOIM rmm 0°
. .. s VdOOity = 00 m.p.h. Yaw - o~

b. ma in wing a7.a per oent ohmd from leading edge

Ailerom nOdi~, mutxd

00 OL -.013 0.003 0.11o o.am o.4aa o:~4a O.wa 0.965 l.ma O.aea 0.94Q 0.s00 0.857 0.898 0.875 O.ma o.a4a
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ad” %’ .001 .caa .004

I
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~lo -330 %@ u70 -EiJ -410 -4& ~50

●Ailerons fluttered allghtly

o. &in in witm 47.a *r oant ohord fzon Laadinbtdm

I d. kin in wing 67.a per oent ohmd from lending *

Upm.dm ...—-

w ql I I I .Oao .030 .018 .ola I .019 I .Oml .018l{”::- 1S

1.
tom‘on .~o =1 o .Ooa .ma
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80 s~ -@ :% -a60 :% -310 430 -w -38° -430 -~

~~o q I .037 .0s7 .037 .035 .036 .0?)5 .034
L39 .033 ‘0a3
033

160 qt o .ooa .m3 .003 .003
16° 6U -@

.m4 .&38
440 ~~ -# -a@ -3@ -38° -410 i% -s

MO ~, .061 .046 .C48 .045 .* .rn4 .C44 [~: @j; .0s3 -
~o =, o .ooa :OOJ .Ooa
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.W3 .004 .0a4 .Ooe o -::;
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i
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TAHM II

FOROE TESTS. 12.5 BY 40 IMOHOL~ YWM
~IrKtiTR1OALFLOATIM TIP AIMROMS 5 IMOH O BY 10 IIWH b

AILEmM fI~ 1: PEMROE7&TOF AILERW oEORD FROH LCJDIN5 l~E . ~LAPS 0°
. . P %loolty = 80 m.p.h. Yaw = -w

a. Axie in uing ‘?.2per oent olwrd from leading edge

1
a -so -Z” 0° 5°

loo ~40 160 @ ~oo ~o *N 300 boo ‘ ~o *00

‘0.43710.6Sd0.83310.905 ~0.Q70[l.

16AUPt6Adn] Ailerone floating, neutral

o.oa3 0.106 0.aa6 .
.019 .018 .oal .041 .0’76 .na i13a

.030 1:03: 0.800 O:;: O::g 0:58; o,49a
.165 .187 .36a

.003 .CQ1 -.003 -.008 -.014 -.019 -.oa3 -.036 -.037 -.083 -.063 -.o~ -.0= -.o~ :E

.gga .O&l .ooa .003 .005 .007 .Ooa
-a% -ai?ka -ai% -a+%

.oa
-10 4.50 -160 -a@ g! -&’ -&: -gg 46. &

I I . I
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9;
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a40

.035 .Oaa
(.&l

~o 6m
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s -350 -H@ -310
-ml o

:% s >?$ -s dao -630

b. Axio in wing a7.a per oent ohord from leeding edge

Aileronn floatlrcz.neutrel-.
(JO OL o:m; o;;;; O:;% o:4~ O::;: O::g O:;;; O:;s 1;03; lmg O;6;; 0::% O::g o;Mj 0.4’71
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w
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&

.013 .Ola .018 .023 .Oaa
&

.oal .oaa
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Up-amd-doun
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.001 x):: J&o .Qm .W3 .ma .wa
s% -300 -o -?n.o -3% -34°

.044 .044 .043 .04a .041 .039 .033 .031

0 .003 .005 .00E .003 .006 .fx14 .ma
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0. kin in wing 4’7.a per oent obord from leadlng edge
III
{017 .O1a
014

.COl o
-390 -4s

{
.oa3
.oa6 .Oal

.001 0
-@ “-5%

Ailerons floating, neutral

00 OL -0.004 0.0S6 0.206 0.446 0.676 0.64.50.918 O::g lmg l:;XJ o;;:: o:71: 0;6m~ 0:.ss; 0.465
w on .019 .010 .oa3 .041 .076 .111 .133 .aaa

@ %’ .ooa o -.ooa -.m -.015 -.oal -.oati -.030 -.038 -.033 -.063 -.04a -.oal -.Ole 2:%
{

00
%’ .:32 .$a .fa .c03 .005 .007 .010 .Ola .014 .013 .oal .oas .oal .oal .033

00 6U -go -~40 -1*O ~aO -a40 -270 -3s0 -aao -410 ~~o -~go -e@
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~~o oxt .039 .030 .03Q .039 .033 .016 .033 .Ola .014 .008
~60

~
S#l

%: $#1 :::$! -&# -.oq$c# g? g$ -X# :14
lSO

%0 tit .04a .044 .043 .041 .04a .036 .040 .033 .oaa
*O

g
o ~o~~

a40 -1* :Eg :%8 gll g~ ‘:% g$ 0430 -$$

d. Axis in ting S7.a per oent ohord from leading edge
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TABL3 III

ROTATIOIITESTS. 1.3.5BY 40 IMOH OLARX Y ~
WITE SYKK3TRIGAL FMATIIG TIP ASL3RONS 5 IllOEO BY 10 MOE b

AILEROE AXIS 18 P3R OIXT AIUROY OHORD ~OM ~ADIMG ED33. ~LAPS 0°

1Ox is given for foroed rotation at ~ - 0.05 (+ ‘a~ ‘ota*ion
(- damping rotation

R.X. = 60S,C#l Velooity- 80 m.p.h.

a. kin inwing 7.a p+r oent oimrd from leeding edge :

[
a 00 @ 140 160 180 & # Bl” aa” ~“ a#

I
~80

I
~~o ~,c ,.O

Ailerons floating, neutral - Yaw = 0°

(+)
RO:- $ -0.01s -0.020 -o.ola -0.016 -0.00s -o.m3 -0.005 -0.W4 0.004 -0,004 0.W5 0.W6. 0.001 -o.Cim -0.OIC,

(-)
R&g- O* -.017 -.017 -.017 -.015 -.004 -.m -.005 -.CC6 .lxs -.020 -.oal -.oao -.~ -.- -.~

Ailerone floatim. neutral - ~aw . -#30-.
()R& ~ -.017 -.086 -.oza -.033 -.032 -.cue -.066 -.oEa -.oal -.019

(-)
R&:: ~ -.01s -.007 -.COa .ml .Ci10 .m4 ‘ .Osa .036 .Om .004

b. Ariein dng a7.a ~r cent chord from le.dlmg edge

a Oo loo 140 160 ~~o ~o ~o aaO ap aho @
I aaO 300 330 4c@

(+)
Ailerons floating, meutral - Yaw - 0°

Rota- OA -0.030 -o.oal -0.030 -0.015 -oOm -0.005
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o.ooa 0.002 o.ma -0.004 0.C05 O.oos o.ooa -o.m -o.lxlg

(-)
~::- o~ -.017 -.017 -.Ols -.ola -.m5 -.W6 o

(
.00 :.oM -.oaa -.oaa -.015 -.m -.m ---

Ailerone flo*t*ng, neutral - Yaw - -a&

(+)
Rota- % -.017 -.oas -.032 -.Oaa -.O* -.046 -.osa -.0ss
tion

-.035 -.014

(-)
RJt&- o~ -.017 -.008 -.CQ4 -.001 .m3 .013 .0s7 .03? .oa3 .ml

I
o. Ma in wing 4?.2 per oent ahord from leadimg edge

.

a 00 loo ~.40 150 ~~o
I 180 200 a10 ax I a30 a60 a70 3@’ K@
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Aileronn floating, neutral - Yaw = 0°

$d&- OA -0.017 -0.018 -0.015 -0.010 0.008 0.010 O.ma 0.002 0.008 O.ms 4.007

(-)
Rota- % -.018 -.o17 -.010
$ion

-.(XM -.006 .(Y24 -.om -. oa3 -.oas -.oog -ma

AilerOns floating, neutral -Y am. -L&

(+)
Rmta- OJ -.018 -.oa7 -.0s1 -.035
tion

-.041 -.053 -.0s2 -.060 -.04a -.030 -.OI.4

(-)
g;~ a~ -.o14 -.W6 -.001 .W3 .m7 .018 .04a .032 .oa8 .020 .ma

d. Axle in wimg 67a per oent ohord from leading edge

a 00 I 100 ~40
I

~~o ~eo
I

~ao no
I

alo
I
aao .@ MO ~o

I a7° 3430 w

Ailerone floating, neutrel - Yaw = 0°
(+)

RO~- OA -!).019 -0.019 a.ola -0.013 4.004 4 .ooa -0.W3 a.ma 0.010 0.!3C260.001 0.- 0.010 0.004 ~ .007

(-)
Rota- Oh -.017 -.017 -.016 -.014 -.cca -.004 -.00s -.m .003 -.~ -.014 -.oa3 -.O* -.- -.~

on

Ailerom floating, neutrel - Yaw = -#

(+)
RO~- OA -.Oal -.oas -.032 -.034 -.lnl -.049 -,056 -.048 -.041 -.oa7 -.@a

(-)
Ro;:- oA -.009 -.00s .ma .006 .010 .Oal .MS .0s7 .022 .010 -.001

.-
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TA8LE IV

~ ~ - ~w. &E@ RITE MOLTIPIJ TIP ~LOATIW&~FX33SFOROE TESTS
. . 2 Veloolty = 80 m.p.h.

a. rivetipseaoh end of wing

a .30 (-JO @ I 100 ~40 160 1s0 200 I aao ae I
~oo

I 400 I 500 1.,. .1600

6A Ailesona.floating,nautml

00 oL 0.071 0.a31 0.527 0.81a 0:;S7 ----- ----- -----
00 @ .018 .088 .04s .075 .la71 -1s11 .1901 .aaa
@ fi.m -* -110 -18.6° -a@ -a7.60 -30.50

I B. FOUS tlpa el
—

soh end of wing
,

a -3’3 00 ~o 100 140 180 180 aoo aao W 300 400 500 600

6A Ailerone floating, neutral

o~ OL 0.104 0.893 0.887 0.833 1.0.80 1.089 1.052 1.019 0.9s4 0.8’d3 0.847 0.640 0.821 0.526
00 OD .017 .080 .04a .078 .111 .13a .168 .200 .233 .338 .411 .E81 .714 .8a7
00 6Ap 10 -a’J -I* -2a” -a50 -as.@ -31.5’J .380 -34.50 -350 -38.50 -400 -47.50 -570

Uu-allddown

I*1OO C$ t .030 .Oaa
*1OO h~ .ooa .00s
+100 6,* -~~o -a80

.03a

.008
-4@ L-H$-4_u

i I I I I t I 1 1 , ,

0. Three tips eaoh end of wing ,

a -40 I 00 I 80 10’J 140 18° 18° ao” aa” a60 ~o 400 ~o 800

6Apl Ailerons floating, neutral

00 OL 0,070 O::g oJ3f3 0.-7
00 oD

MS& l:~a lfaa 1.068 0.9s0 0.866 0.874 o.68a 0.617 0.688
.017 .08a .82.6 .a49 .853 .43s .75a .899

00 6N -# -P -130 -=0 -880 -300 -aa” -3* -370 -36.EF -3s.50 >?% -5a”*s.@

—

Up-ti-domi

* 70 q t .034 .088 .oa6 I
*W a-I o 0

WH----w-l-ll--l- ‘ “:
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